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Patient Advisory for Stem Cell Therapy and Medical Tourism
As stakeholders in cellular therapy, the undersigned professional organizations believe it is necessary to share
the following important message with patients and families contemplating cell therapy or experimental stem
cell procedures. In this document, best practices are outlined to assist patients and family members in their
healthcare decisions. Controlled innovation in the context of patient safety is paramount as potential
therapeutic products or procedures are researched, tested, advanced and proven. Our organizations have
received questions and concerns from patients and this document presents an opportunity to address them.
Introduction
Advancement of clinical therapies is best done in the setting of rigorous and formal clinical trials and in a
structured regulatory framework. This helps assure that safety considerations, professional peer review, and
the management of patient rights and obligations are considered and addressed. Some procedures would be
considered standard of care, because scientific studies have shown that they are safe and effective. Not all
procedures offered to patients in all regions of the world are tested in this manner and not all geographical
regions have regulations for cellular therapies or patient protection. Additionally, it is possible that some
practitioners may offer stem cell procedures without following the existing regulations. Patients may be
seeking treatment for incurable, potentially untreatable diseases and may be susceptible to false promises or
may not have access to all of the information needed to make this important decision. As patients and
families contemplate voluntarily accepting new procedures, some of which may be unproven or
experimental, they should consider the following key points.
When considering a new treatment, physicians, patients and family members should:









Educate themselves on the specific treatment. This includes all costs, potential risks, potential
benefits and expected outcomes. A single stem cell treatment will not work on a multitude of
unrelated diseases or conditions. Thus, it is unlikely that a single cell type can be used to treat a
multitude of unrelated diseases that involve different tissues or organs. Patients should beware of
clinics that offer treatments with stem cells that originate from a part of the body that is different
from the part being treated.
Ensure that any treatments offered are explained fully in an “informed consent document.” This is
especially important for treatments offered outside the protection of regulated clinical trials and
human research subjects protection committees.
Ask for written informed consent. As part of the informed consent process, the treatment
explanation should include the success or failure rates for patients previously treated, all potential
risks, alternatives to treatment, and expected outcomes. This information should be written in a
manner that the patient or family member can understand.
Have the opportunity to ask questions and have them answered adequately as part of the informed
consent process.
Be informed of appropriate clinical trials for an opportunity to participate when they become open
for enrollment. Controlled clinical trials are performed to evaluate new therapies and collect patient
response data. The data is then analyzed to determine whether the treatment was successful. Follow
up after treatment is also important because side effects may occur much later after some cell
therapy treatments, sometimes referred to as “after effects”.
o Specifics things to look for in a clinical trial:
 Approval from FDA or similar country-specific regulatory agencies.
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Peer-reviewed publications demonstrating pre-clinical safety and efficacy in support
of the clinical trial. Peer reviewed publications are articles in professional journals
that are only accepted after appropriate review by expert professionals in the same
field.
 Review and approval by an independent Ethics Committee (or Institutional Review
Board (IRB) as referred to in the United States). A copy of this approval should be
available to patients. Ethics Committees or IRBs review clinical trial research on
humans at a treating facility, clinic, or hospital setting to assure that the research is
ethical and that patients are protected.
 Disclosure of the investigator or person offering the treatment. This disclosure should
include any possible conflicts of interest or financial benefit.
Ask about the treatment procedure steps and how patient follow up is handled. The follow up
process should be outlined exactly so that patients know what to expect and who to contact if they
have questions or concerns after the treatment procedure.
Ask about reporting the treatment results and outcomes. Practitioners who administer cell therapy
and stem cell treatments and who desire to advance the field will be collecting data on their patients
and sharing it with others in the field for peer reviewed analysis. The follow up should include details
about reporting the results of every patient’s treatment.
Obtain a disclosure of all potential expenses related to the therapy as well as who pays for any follow
up or complications after the treatment.
Additional resources can be found at:
o AABB Website: How Are Stem Cells Regulated
http://www.aabb.org/aabbcct/therapyfacts/Pages/regulated.aspx
o

AABB Website: Considerations for Healthcare Consumers
http://www.aabb.org/aabbcct/therapyfacts/Pages/considerations.aspx

o

ISCT White Paper "Cell Therapy Medical Tourism: Time for action”
http://www.celltherapysociety.org/uploads/files/Resources/Regulatory/CT_Medical_Tourism
_ISCT_WP.pdf

o

ISSCR Patient Handbook - http://www.closerlookatstemcells.org/

o

Top Ten Things to Know About Stem Cell Treatments
http://www.closerlookatstemcells.org/Top_10_Stem_Cell_Treatment_Facts.html

o

FDA Warns About Stem Cell Claims
http://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm286155.htm

o

NIH Stem Cell Information - https://stemcells.nih.gov/info/basics/1.htm

o

NAS Stem Cell Basics - http://nas-sites.org/stemcells/stem-cell-basics/

o

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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This joint statement is endorsed by the following professional organizations:

